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It’s Trending
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ROCK
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Rocks are entering the design
scene. There are two reasons why
we see an incremented ac<vity
and expression:

that a fresh take is more than
welcome for a few.

1// LONGING FOR STABLE

Apart from seeking stability, we
crave nature in its rawest
form a8er many months of semiliberty.
Nature’s essence in its purest form
comes unaltered, savage, and wild.
Rocks create contrast and provide
an excellent visual transi<on.

VALUES
In <mes of crisis, we seek stability
and security. One component
of Pantone's Color Of The Year
2021 refers precisely to that
feeling, with Ul<mate Gray
showing for<tude.
The idea of bringing solid materials
into interior design, which
represent indestruc<bility and
for<tude, is reﬂected by the rising
use of raw rock aesthe<cs.*
A rock reminds resilience.
AJer a long <me of seeing
polished and premium stone such
as marble, designers are going
back to the idea of unaltered
materials embracing a less shiny
look.
The marble style has been on the
market for years, entered massmarket retailers; it is li0le wonder

2// EMBRACING THE RAW

We present a physical and virtual
approach in this ezine, invi<ng the
reader to get immersed in a world
that allows for authen<c and
digitally created sceneries.

The vast majority of
the examples you find
in this ezine can be
considered
f unctional
sculptures, moving
within the disciplines
of art and interior
design for daily use.
*Not all examples in this ebook are solid rock
pieces, some lean on a rock aesthe2c.
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A physical
approach

“In my designs, I want objects to
speak for themselves. To be
beautiful, attractive and engage
with their surroundings. My work
embraces simplicity, purity, and
subtlety. People who experience my
design have the space to explore
their own sensations and
emotions.” - Wonmin Park.

Designer

Wonmin Park

Project

Plain cuts Stone & Steel low table

Photography

Courtesy by Wonmin Park

Born in 1982 in Seoul, South
Korea, he is a graduate of the
Design Academy Eindhoven.
He established Studio Wonmin
Park, based in Eindhoven, in 2011
aJer working with a series of
pres<gious design companies in
the Netherlands,
Wonmin Park’s furniture acts like
sculpture that demands to be
looked at and visually appreciated.
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Designer

Marplusask Architects

Project

The Olive Houses

Photography

Piet-Albert Goethals

“Upon an isolated redoubt of the Tramuntana mountains in
Mallorca, The Olive Houses stand in the company of millenary
olive trees and massive rock formations.
The stone terrace walls and gentle trimming of the olive trees are
the sole sign of human intervention.
In this project, the site itself, which we didn’t want to alter,
dictated what to do.
The Pink House is built around a giant rock which is undoubtedly
the main character in the space. Beside it, an open shower is
installed fed by rainwater collected and filtered on the roof and
illuminated naturally with a skylight. A bed under the views of the
valley on the opposite wall and a fireplace between the two giving
warmth and keeping the space dry. The elements needed for a
comfortable sleep feeling as close to nature as possible. “

Designer

Marplusask Architects

Project

The Olive Houses

Photography

Piet-Albert Goethals
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Lee Sisan is a designer and ar<st
based in Seoul, South Korea. He
majored in interior design to
explore the rela?onship
between nature, ar?fact and
humans. He iden<ﬁes the
essence of the material and
make form of reﬁned language.
Consis<ng of tables, chairs, and
other func<onal furniture pieces,
the dimensions of each piece of
the Propor2ons of Stone
collec<on were
determined by the stones
borrowed from nature.

Designer

Lee Sisan

Project

Propor<ons of stone_ chair and bench

Photography

Courtesy by Lee Sisan
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Blossom was inspired by the natural phenomenon of blooming on the
ground. Lee Sisan wanted to express nature that repeats birth and
ex<nc<on in a connota<on.

Designer

Lee Sisan

Project

Blossom

Photography

Courtesy by Lee Sisan
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The Shale Collec<on's name was inspired by the cliﬀs outside Simon Johns'
studio, in the Missisquoi Valley in Quebec.
Shale is a type of rock forma<on that tends to split and erode in layers,
leaving behind a layered and random composi<on of textures.
The mapping of the composi<on of this cliﬀ was sketched onto the pieces of
the collec<on, and carved out in layers, with a router and a chisel.

Ar<st

Simon Johns

Project

Shale

Photography

Courtesy of Simon Johns

Designer

Colin Townsend Velkoﬀ

Project

Human Element - Excava<on 6

Photography

Courtesy by Collin Townsend

Collin Townsend Velkoﬀ is a
mul<disciplinary ar<st and designer
from the United States whose work
is heavily inﬂuenced by material
experimenta<on and takes cues
from science ﬁc<on, archeology,
and architecture. His diverse
prac<ce explores the combina<on
of industrial methodologies and
materials with organic form
languages.

Designer

Colin Townsend Velkoﬀ

Project

Human Element - Excava<on 10

Photography

Courtesy by Collin Townsend

Velkoﬀ’s prac<ce inves<gates the
ﬂuidity and malleability of func<on
as he a0empts to generate
narra<ves through the crea<on of
unique objects. His wide range of
experience with materials and their
process culminates in the
development of new
methodologies of crea<on.
Research, experimenta<on, and the
physical connec<on with materials
are at the heart of his prac<ce.
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Designer

Colin Townsend Velkoﬀ

Project

Human Element - Excava<on 4

Photography

Courtesy by Collin Townsend

“This body of work is a reaction to my
long-standing fascination with
industrially produced materials.
Across the course of my career I’ve
visited hundreds of factories, full of
ﬂat, rigid sheets of various materials –
wood, metal, marble, stone or glass.
I’ve always felt that this ﬂatness has a
visual tension, and I wanted to explore
how to relax and soften that, giving the
material space to breathe out. The
pieces themselves are a simple visual
gesture, but the process behind them
was complex. The challenge was how to
transform something that has been
made ﬂat and rework it, while
avoiding putting ‘stress’ back into the
glass.”
- Paul Cocksedge 14

Ar<st

Paul Cocksedge

Project

Slump Rock Coﬀee Table

Photography

@LukeWalker
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Ar<st

Paul Cocksedge

Project

Slump Rock Coﬀee Table

Photography

@LukeWalker
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“We are living in a <me that we will
never forget. The world has
changed, our world has changed,
and so does the rela<onship with
our homes, which have become our
sanctuaries. “ - Michel Lo0
Brazilian retailer Estar Móveis
presents an exhibi<on curated and
designed by crea<ve director
Michell Lo0 with new pieces and
re-edi<ons that reﬂect on our

Brand

Estar Moveis

Rock table

La Rocha by Ian Diesendruck

Exhibi<on

AGORA - ESTAR EM 21

Crea<ve Direc<on

Michel Lo0

Photography

Brejo

current journey in search of
reconnec<on with the planet and
ourselves through forms, materials,
textures, and colors.
The Rocha table designed by Ian
Diesendruck represents the
borderless work between product
design and art.
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A virtual
approach

Ar<st

Paul Cocksedge

Project

Slump Rock Coﬀee Table

Photography

@LukeWalker
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Rock Island House, Sardinia
(Italia) was created by virtual
genius Charlo0e Taylor in
collabora<on with Joe Mortell.

The rendered project consists of
a series of rooms across
independent islands.

Designer

Charlo0e Taylor & Joe Mortell

Project

Rock Island House
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Ar<st

Paul Cocksedge

Project

Slump Rock Coﬀee Table

Photography

@LukeWalker
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Designer

Studio Rotolo

Project

Casa Jacinto
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For this collabora<on between
Anthony Authié and Charlo0e Taylor,
Authié dived into childhood
memories.

Ar<st

Anthony Authié & Charlo0e Taylor

Project

Villa Or<zet
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Villa Or<zet
ideally sits in Saint
Pierre Le Vieux in
Lozere and
homages Authie’s
grandfather who
had spent half of
his life in this
charming French
village.

to touch at every
single corner.

The rather
futuris<c feel is
underlined by the
use of an almost
acid green as a
common thread
throughout the
en<re project,
The visualiza<ons views of a virgin
bring together
outdoors scenery
memories from his allow to dream,
childhood
and rocks that
carefully
create a cave-like
integrated into
indoor
this dreamy spa<al environment.
design that invites

Ar<st

Anthony Authié & Charlo0e Taylor

Project

Villa Or<zet
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